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i really like this plane i am not qualified to compare because i started this game with this plane and have not flown much others
for me it is easy to fly, it can be a hand full but why fly a sim when all you do is full auto pilot ? sometimes you really feel like
you have to work to maintain altitude and heading, great feel :D. i hope one day they (caranado) will make the O-2 version with
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the added windows and more rugged mil. feel/exterior/interior to it.. To be honest, I enjoy this plane. This aircraft is nothing
like a normal cessna, but I wouldn't expect it to. This Aircraft is high quality and is fun to fly. The HD graphics are nice, the
addition of multiple camera views are nice and very convenient/useful, the animations are awesome, and the aircraft flies
beautifully. However, this is not a beginners aircraft, it's much different than any normal cessna 152/72/82. It takes off
different, it flies different, it lands different, and it takes a while to get used to. When you Purchase this aircraft, be warned,
there are some bugs. Two of the bugs that stand out to me are that the transponder is glutched where you can see a bunch of
numbers by the knobs like they're glithing through the transponer, and that the avionics are already on when the aircraft is
started. For example, I spawn in in the aircraft and the avionics switch is already on when the battery is off and the GPS display
thing is on. These are the only bugs I noticed, I'm sure there may be a few more but these are the bugs that stand out to me.
Other than those littlie things, I highly reccoment this aircrat who may like to do VFR/IFR flight. It a fun aircraft and other than
the two bugs listed, it's damn near perfect.. i really like this plane i am not qualified to compare because i started this game with
this plane and have not flown much others for me it is easy to fly, it can be a hand full but why fly a sim when all you do is full
auto pilot ? sometimes you really feel like you have to work to maintain altitude and heading, great feel :D. i hope one day they
(caranado) will make the O-2 version with the added windows and more rugged mil. feel/exterior/interior to it.. To be honest, I
enjoy this plane. This aircraft is nothing like a normal cessna, but I wouldn't expect it to. This Aircraft is high quality and is fun
to fly. The HD graphics are nice, the addition of multiple camera views are nice and very convenient/useful, the animations are
awesome, and the aircraft flies beautifully. However, this is not a beginners aircraft, it's much different than any normal cessna
152/72/82. It takes off different, it flies different, it lands different, and it takes a while to get used to. When you Purchase this
aircraft, be warned, there are some bugs. Two of the bugs that stand out to me are that the transponder is glutched where you
can see a bunch of numbers by the knobs like they're glithing through the transponer, and that the avionics are already on when
the aircraft is started. For example, I spawn in in the aircraft and the avionics switch is already on when the battery is off and
the GPS display thing is on. These are the only bugs I noticed, I'm sure there may be a few more but these are the bugs that
stand out to me. Other than those littlie things, I highly reccoment this aircrat who may like to do VFR/IFR flight. It a fun
aircraft and other than the two bugs listed, it's damn near perfect.
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